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Abstract: Data deduplication is a special type of resource usage optimisation.
It leads to reduction of the used storage space and network bandwidth by
eliminating duplicate copies of the same data file. Convergent encryption, as the
state-of-art approach, has been widely adopted to perform secure deduplication
in the cross-user scenario. However, all prior solutions do not support user
traceability: there is no way to trace the identities of malicious users in case of
duplicate faking attacks. To cope with this problem, we propose a deduplication
scheme called TrDup. It realises traceability of malicious user’s identity by
incorporating traceable signatures with message-locked encryption technique.
The TrDup construction is followed by its formal security analysis.
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1 Introduction

Today we observe a rapid development of cloud computing. More and more individuals

and enterprises move their own data into the cloud high-quality data services without

maintaining local data systems. Moreover, the resource-constrained users can enjoy seemly

unlimited computation resources by outsourcing computation-intensive task to the cloud

server. Plenty of research works on outsourcing computation have been done (Atallah et al.,

2002; Hohenberger and Lysyanskaya, 2005; Chen et al., 2014, 2015a,b).

Undoubtedly, current development of cloud computing can be attributed mainly to

a strong commitment of the IT industry. Today’s commercial cloud storage providers,

such as Dropbox, Amazon S3 and Google Drive, provide online storage services, from

simple backup services to cloud storage infrastructures (Harnik et al., 2010). As a result,

an increasing amount of data are being outsourced into the cloud and the volume of such

data increases almost exponentially. According to the recent analysis of IDC (Turner et al.,

2014), the total volume of digital data that we create and copy annually will reach 44 ZB in

2020. Inevitably, this leads to a cost explosion of data storage. This concerns not only cost

of the hardware and software necessary for keeping data but also rapidly growing energy

consumption in storage systems. Therefore, one of the most critical challenges today is

how to efficiently manage the ever-increasing datum and, at least, avoid wasteful resource

utilisation. Deduplication - avoiding to store in the system the same data multiple times -

is one of the important countermeasures against waste of storage space and has attracted

considerable attention from both academic and industrial community.

Traditional data deduplication approach is as follows: after a given file is uploaded to

the system for the first time by some user, all subsequent users do not have to perform

upload operations, instead the system returns a link to the data copy already stored in the

system. In case of data redundancy, this techniques enable us not only to save storage space

but also significantly reduces communication overhead.

Unfortunately, data deduplication leads also to new security challenges. One of the

most significant ones is that data deduplication is incompatible with traditional encryption.

Specifically, to protect data confidentiality, users encrypt their files before outsourcing them

to the cloud. If different encryption keys are used, then an identical data file shared by

different users will result in different ciphertexts, which makes cross-user deduplication

impossible. On the other hand, sharing the encryption keys between users might be

practically impossible - users of the same data might be unaware of themselves. Moreover,

personal data protection rules may prohibit showing who is holding a copy of a given file

and therefore make distribution of the encryption keys nearly impossible.

As a promising solution, convergent encryption (CE) Douceur et al. (2002)

encrypts/decrypts a data file with a convergent key derived from the cryptographic hash

value of the file contents. Since CE uses a deterministic symmetric encryption scheme

and the key depends only on the file contents, each copy generates the same ciphertext.

This makes deduplication with encrypted data feasible. Bellare et al. (2013) defined a new
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cryptographic primitive called message-locked encryption (MLE), which can be viewed as

a generalisation of CE.

Furthermore, to enhance performance of deduplication, a randomised convergent

encryption (RCE) scheme has been proposed. It can efficiently accomplish the necessary

operations (i.e. key generation, message encryption and tag production). However, an

Achilles heel of RCE is its vulnerability to so-called duplicate faking attack. Specifically,

an honest user might be unable to retrieve his original file, since it can be replaced by a

fake one in an undetectable way. To tackle this problem, an interactive version of RCE,

called interactive randomised convergent encryption (IRCE), has been presented in Bellare

and Keelveedhi (2015). In IRCE, a user can check consistency of a file tag by interacting

with the server. In this way, the user can ensure that the original ciphertext is stored by the

server. However, an adversary may upload a perverse ciphertext C ′ instead of the correct

ciphertext C of a file F. When the subsequent user intends to upload a ciphertext of F, he

gets a link to C ′. He may interact with the system and find that C ′ is incorrect. However,

the cloud server cannot check consistency between the tag and the ciphertext, since he

has no access to the original plaintext. Thus, the cloud server cannot resolve which user

is dishonest. From the point of view of practical applications, this is a major drawback.

Preferably, it should be possible not only to identify which of these two users is malicious

but also to trace him - i.e. identify all ciphertexts uploaded by him. This is nontrivial, if in

principle a user might remain anonymous or appear under different identities.

1.1 Our contribution

In this paper, we focus on the problem of tracing malicious users performing duplicate

faking attack against data deduplication systems. Our contribution is as follows:

• We introduce user traceability functionality in secure data deduplication. It enables

to trace a malicious user in case of duplicate faking attack.

• We propose a concrete deduplication scheme TrDup enabling tracing of malicious

users. Specifically, each user generates a kind of anonymous signature for the

uploaded file - a variant of traceable signature scheme is used. Once a duplicate

faking attack happens, the tracing agent can reveal the identity of the malicious user

without revealing identities of other users or linking their files in the cloud system.

• We discuss security and efficiency issues of TrDup.

This is the full version of the paper that has been presented in BWCCA 2015 (Wang et al.,

2015). The main differences between this paper and the conference version are as follows:

First, we present the related work on secure data deduplication in Section 1.2. Second, We

present the detailed security analysis of the proposed scheme in Section 5. Finally, we add

a new Section 6 to provide a thorough experimental evaluation of the proposed scheme.

1.2 Related work

1.2.1 Secure deduplication

With the advent of the big data era, secure data deduplication has attracted considerable

attention from the research community. Plenty of work on deduplication over encrypted

data has been presented in the literature (Douceur et al., 2002; Storer et al., 2008;

Abadi et al., 2013; Bellare et al., 2013; Keelveedhi et al., 2013; Stanek et al., 2014;
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Li et al., 2014, 2015; González-Manzano and Orfila, 2015). Douceur et al. (2002) first

introduced the idea of convergent encryption, which enables data confidentiality while

performing deduplication. Bellare et al. (2013) formalised convergent encryption as MLE

and explored its applications for creating space-efficient outsourced storage. Stanek et al.

(2014) proposed a novel deduplication encryption scheme that can provide different

security levels for data files according to their popularity that refers to how frequently

the file is shared among users. In this way, they can achieve a more fine-grained trade-

off between the storage efficiency and data security for the outsourced data. In order

to improve confidentiality level for the outsourced data, Li et al. (2015) proposed a

fine-grained deduplication mechanism based on user privileges. A user can perform a

duplication check only for the files marked with matching privileges.

Unfortunately, all schemes mentioned above are vulnerable to the duplicate faking

attack. As the first attempt, Bellare and Keelveedhi (2015) presented an IRCE scheme,

which enables a user to check whether the correct ciphertext is stored by the cloud system.

This procedure can be run by the user interacting with the cloud server during the phases of

file upload and download. However, if an incorrect file is detected, we get no information

about validity of other files stored in the system.

1.2.2 Group signatures

The system proposed in this paper reuses the idea of group signatures introduced by

Chaum and van Heyst (1991). A group signature scheme allows any member of a group

to anonymously sign a message on behalf of the group, while keeping the identity of the

signer hidden. Only a group manager (or a group of users playing the role of a manager)

can open the signature and identify the original signer in case of need. Group signature

schemes have been widely adopted in many applications such as anonymous attestation

(Brickell et al., 2004), identity escrow (Ateniese et al., 2000) and data integrity auditing

(Wang et al., 2012).

Boneh et al. (2004) constructed a short group signature scheme based on the

strong Diffie-Hellman assumption and the decision linear assumption in bilinear groups.

According to this construction, the signatures have length 1,533 bits, which is below the

recommended size of RSA signatures but provide a comparable security level. Nguyen

and Safavi-Naini (2004) presented a group signature scheme based on bilinear parings.

This scheme provides stronger anonymity features and be extended to support membership

revocation.

So far, the existing group signature schemes enable tracing the signatures issued by a

certain user by opening all signatures corresponding to a certain group. Note that this might

be highly undesirable as privacy of the remaining users might be violated and we have to

reveal much more data that we really wish. To address this issue, Kiayias et al. (2004) have

introduced traceable signatures, where the group manager can generate a tracing token

for each group user. With the tracing token, all signatures issued by a given user can be

identified by a third party, called Tracing Agent, while neither revealing any information

on the signer’s identity nor linking the signatures of the other users. In a subsequent work

(Choi et al., 2006), a short traceable signature scheme is constructed - its size is less than

one-third of the size of the signature from Kiayias et al. (2004).

1.2.3 Proof of ownership

Halevi et al. (2011) introduced the concept of proof of ownership (PoW), which can

be used to ensure data privacy and confidentiality in case of client-side deduplication.
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Namely, a user can efficiently prove to the cloud storage server that he indeed owns a

file without uploading it. Three concrete PoW constructions have been presented - they

are based on a Merkle hash tree (MHT) built from the content of a data file. Specifically,

a challenge/response protocol is performed between a server and a client. Each time the

server requires the client to a valid verification object for the requested subset of MHT leaf

nodes (the leaf nodes constitute the data file). Using a PoW, the cheat attack of malicious

user can be prevented. That is, a user that knows only a hash signature of a file cannot

convince the cloud server that he holds that file. Di Pietro and Sorniotti (2012) proposed

an efficient PoW scheme, where each challenge is a seed for a pseudorandom generator

and the response are the values in the file at bit positions derived by the generator from the

seed. Every time a file is uploaded to the server, the latter computes a set of challenges for

that file and stores them for a later check. Blasco et al. (2014) presented a PoW scheme

based on a Bloom filter, which is efficient both on the server and the client side.

1.3 Paper organisation

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we briefly present some

preliminaries. In Section 3, we present the system and adversary model for the proposed

deduplication scheme. A concrete deduplication scheme with user traceability is presented

in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to the security analysis of the proposed scheme.

Its performance evaluation is given in Section 6. Finally, the conclusions are given in

Section 7.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Bilinear pairings

Let G1 and G2 be cyclic multiplicative groups of a prime order p, generated by g1 and g2,

respectively. Let GT be a cyclic multiplicative group of order p. A bilinear pairing is a

mapping e : G1 ×G2 → GT with the following properties:

1 bilinear: e(ua, vb) = e(u, v)ab for all u ∈ G1, v ∈ G2 and a, b ∈ Z
∗
p

2 non-degenerate: e(g1, g2) �= 1

3 computable: there is an efficient algorithm to compute e(u, v) for given u ∈ G1,

v ∈ G2.

2.2 Complexity assumptions

Definition 2.1 (q-Strong Diffie-Hellman Assumption): The q-Strong Diffie-Hellman

(q-SDH) problem in (G1, G2) is defined as follows Boneh et al. (2004): given a tuple

(g1, g2, g
γ
2 , . . . , g

(γq)
2 ) of length q + 2 and γ ∈R Z

∗
p as input, output a pair (g

1/γ+x
1 , x)

where x ∈ Z
∗
p. We say that the q-SDH assumption holds in (G1, G2), if for every

probability polynomial time algorithm A, there exists a negligible function negl(·) such

that

Pr[A(g1, g2, g
γ
2 , . . . , g

(γq)
2 ) = (g

1/γ+x
1 , x) for some x] ≤ negl(·).
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Definition 2.2 (SDH Representation): For G = (p,G1, G2,GT , g1, g2, e) and (u, v =
gγ2 ) with an unknown γ, an SDH representation is a tuple (A, x, t) with A ∈ G1 and x, t ∈
Z
∗
p such that A = (gx1 · u)1/γ+t.

Note that the tuple (A, x, t) satisfies e(A, gt2 · v) = e(gx1 · u, g2).

Definition 2.3 (Decision Linear Diffie-Hellman Assumption): The decision linear

Diffie-Hellman (DLDH) problem in G1 is defined as follows: Given {u, v, h, ua, vb, hc} ∈
G

6
1 as input, output yes if a+ b = c and no otherwise. We say that the DLDH assumption

holds in G1 if for every probability polynomial time algorithm A, there exists a negligible

function negl(·) such that

∣∣∣Pr[A(u, v, h, ua, vb, ha+b) = yes : u, v, h
R
← G1, a, b

R
← Zp]

−Pr[A(u, v, h, ua, vb, η) = yes : u, v, h, η
R
← G1, a, b

R
← Zp]

∣∣∣ ≤ negl(·).

Definition 2.4 (Linear Encryption Boneh et al., 2004): In linear encryption, a user’s

public key is a tuple of generators u, v, h ∈ G1, and the corresponding private key is x, y ∈
Zp such that ux = vy = h. A ciphertext LE(m) of m ∈ G1 is computed as follows:

LE(m) := (ua, vb,m · ha+b), where a, b
R
← Zp.

2.3 Bloom filter

A Bloom filter (BF) (Bloom, 1970) is a space-efficient data structure used to approximately

represent a large set S and to perform membership queries over it, which consists of a

binary array of size w, together with k independent hash functions hi : {0, 1}
� → [1, w]

for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Initially, all positions of the array are set to 0. To insert an element x to the

BF, we set the bit value to 1 at k positions depending on x, i.e. we set BF [hi(x)] = 1 for

i = 1, 2, . . . , k.

A BF enables an efficient membership test: if there exists some i ∈ {1, 2 . . . , k} such

that B[hi(x)] = 0, then x is definitely not in the set S. Otherwise, we might assume that

x is a member of S (which might be false with a probability growing with the number of

elements inserted to the BF).

3 Problem formulation

3.1 System model

In this work, we consider a data deduplication system supporting user traceability, which

involves four parties: the data user, the cloud server, the group manager and the tracing

agency as illustrated by Figure 1.

Data User: A data user refers to an entity who wants to outsource data to the cloud server.

In a data deduplication system, the user uploads a file only when a duplicate check

shows that the file is still not stored in the cloud.

Cloud Server: The cloud server provides the data outsourcing service and stores data on

behalf of the users. To reduce the storage cost, the cloud server stores only a one copy
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of each file (of course, we mean here one logical copy, some physical redundancy

might be necessary to resist hardware and software crashes).

Group Manager: The group manager is responsible for user enrollment and revocation.

We assume that the group manager is trusted and does not collude with other

entities. Besides, the group manager may reveal the identity of any malicious user

and generates trace tokens for the tracing agency in order to trace all the signature

generated by a malicious user.

Tracing Agent: The tracing agent is an entity that provides the user traceability service.

Using the trace tokens from the group manager, the tracing agent may check whether

data are uploaded by the malicious user. Note that the process of checking can be

performed independently in parallel by many tracing agents.

Figure 1 Architecture for traceable secure deduplication (see online version for colours)

3.2 Adversary model

We assume that both the cloud server and the tracing agent are ‘honest-but-curious’. That

means, they follow the protocol, but try to find out as much secret information as possible

based on data they hold and receive during the protocol execution. On the other hand, a

malicious user would attempt to replace the original file ciphertext with a perverse one

without being detected.
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Based on the above assumptions, our adversary model considers two types of

attackers:

1 An external attacker may obtain some knowledge (e.g. a hash value) of a data file. He

plays the role of a data user and may interact with the cloud server. The goal of this

adversary is to get access to the complete data file.

2 An internal attacker refers to a data user who tries to upload an incorrect ciphertext.

The attacker may collude with some data users.

3.3 Design goals

Our main goal is to address the problem of user traceability in data deduplication system.

According to the above attacker model, we aim to achieve the following design goals:

Data Soundness: We require that each user can perform deduplication operations and

recover his original data file, even if the adversary exists and colludes with other

malicious users. It implies that a malicious behaviour of an adversary will not violate

the benefits of an honest user.

Data Confidentiality: We require that data aresecure against an adversary who does not

own the data. That is, the user cannot get ownership of the data from the cloud server

by running the PoW protocol if the user does not hold the file.

User Traceability: We require that the files uploaded by a certain user can be linked by a

tracing agency in cooperation with the group manager. That is, in case of detection

of misbehaviour, all files uploaded by a rogue user can be identified.

4 TrDup: a concrete construction

In this section, we present a concrete secure deduplication scheme that supports user

traceability.

4.1 System description

• Setup(1λ): Let 1λ be the security parameter. Let G1, G2, and GT be cyclic

multiplicative groups of a prime order p, let g1, g2 be generators of G1, G2,

respectively. Let e be a bilinear pairing e : G1 ×G2 → GT . Let H , H1 be two

cryptographic hash functions, where H : {0, 1}∗ → Zp, H1 : {0, 1}B → {0, 1}l,
where B and l represent the block size and the token size, respectively. Let

P : {0, 1}l × {0, 1}� → {0, 1}κ be a pseudorandom function. The Setup procedure

is performed as follows:

1 The group manager randomly selects γ, ξ1, ξ2
R
← Z

∗
p, m

R
← G1,

h
R
← G1 \ {1G1

}, ω
R
← G2 \ {1G2

}. Then computes n = gγ2 , u = hξ−1
1 ,

v = hξ−1
2 . The system public key is published as PK = {m,n, ω, u, v, h}. The

master private key of the group manager is MSK = {γ, ξ1, ξ2}. Note that

u, v, h are three generators of G1 and ω is a generator of G2.
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2 In order to join the system, a user Ui randomly chooses xi ∈ Z
∗
p as his private

key uski = xi and computes and sends gxi
1 to the group manager. Upon

receiving a request, the group manager randomly selects ti ∈ Z
∗
p and computes

Ai = (gxi
1 ·m)

1
γ+ti and then sends (i, Ai, ti) to the user Ui. The user Ui checks

whether the equation e(Ai, g
ti
2 · n) = e(gxi

1 ·m, g2) holds and stores

(i, Ai, ti, xi). The group manager adds a tuple Li = (gxi
1 , Ai, ti) to the user

list L.

• Encrypting a File: Suppose that a user Ui wants to upload a data file F. First, Ui

picks at random a key K and computes a conventional ciphertext C1 = Enc(K,F)
and a key KF = H(F). Here Enc is a symmetric encryption algorithm and H is a

collision-resistant hash function. Then, the user Ui computes C2 = K ⊕KF and a

tag TF = H(KF) of the file F. Furthermore, Ui initialises a Bloom filter BFF and

splits F into a set of blocks {Bi} of the same length. For each block Bi, the user

performs the following operations:

1 Ui computes the block token TBi
= H1(Bi) and a pseudorandom value

EBi
= P (TBi

, i);

2 Ui inserts the EBi
into the Bloom filter BFF, which will be used to prove the

file ownership for the users.

Finally, the user generates the final ciphertext CF = (C1, C2, TF, BFF).

• Sign: Before uploading the file ciphertext, the user Ui has to sign it with his private

key in an anonymous manner. The details of the signing process using the private

key (Ai, ti, xi) are described below:

1 Ui selects r1, r2, r3
R
← Zp, at random, and computes d1 = ti · r1, d2 = ti · r2,

and obtained the following values:

T1 = ur1 , T2 = vr2 , T3 = Ai · h
r1+r2 , T4 = ωr3 , T5 = e(g1, T4)

xi .

2 Ui chooses br1 , br2 , bd1
, bd2

, bti , bxi
∈ Zp at random and then computes the

following values:

B1 = ubr1 , B2 = vbr2 , B3 = T
bti
1 · u−bd1 , B4 = T

bti
2 · v−bd2 ,

B5 = e(g1, T4)
bxi ,

B6 = e(T3, g2)
bti · e(h, g2)

−bd1−bd2 · e(h, n)−br1−br2 · e(g1, g2)
−bxi .

3 Ui computes a challenge c = H(CF, T1, . . . , T5, B1, . . . , B6).

4 With the aforementioned parameters, Ui computes the following values:

sr1 = br1 + cr1, sr2 = br2 + cr2, sd1
= bd1

+ cd1, sd2
= bd2

+ cd2,

sxi
= bxi

+ cxi, sti = bti + cti.

5 The user Ui composes the signature σ for file F as

(T1, . . . , T5, c, sr1 , sr2 , sd1
, sd2

, sxi
, sti).

• File Upload: To upload a file F, the user computes the tag TF and sends it to the

cloud server. Upon receiving this upload request, the cloud server first checks

whether the tag TF already exists.
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1 If there is no duplicate on the cloud server, the user sends the ciphertext CF as

well as the signature σ to it. The cloud server will check the integrity of the

uploaded file F as follows:

a The cloud server computes the following values:

B̃1 = usr1 · T−c
1 , B̃2 = vsr2 · T−c

2 , B̃3 = T
sti
1 · u−sd1 ,

B̃4 = T
sti
2 · v−sd2 , B̃5 = e(g1, T4)

sxi · T−c
5 ,

B̃6 = e(T3, g2)
sti · e(h, g2)

−sd1−sd2 · e(h, n)−sr1−sr2 · e(g1, g2)
−sxi ·

e(T3, n)
c · e(m, g2)

−c.

b The cloud server checks correctness of the signature σ by checking the

equation: c
?
= H(CF, T1, . . . , T5, B̃1, . . . , B̃6). If it holds, then the cloud

server stores the file ciphertext CF together with file signature σ and

returns a link to these data to the user Ui.

2 If a duplicate of the tag TF is found by the cloud server in the cloud storage,

then the user has to perform a PoW protocol for the uploaded file by interacting

with the cloud server. More specifically, the cloud server randomly chooses κ
blocks, say Bk1

, . . . , Bkκ
, and sends the set of their identities T = {k1, . . . , kκ}

to the user. Upon receiving the set T , the user computes the tokens

Tj = H1(Bkj
), for j ∈ [1, κ]. Then the user sends the tokens Tj back to the

cloud server. The cloud server performs the following operations:

a For each 1 ≤ j ≤ κ, the cloud server computes EBkj
= P (Tj , kj) with Tj

received from the user.

b The cloud server checks whether all EBj
belongs to the BFF, if yes, a

corresponding link is assigned to the user. Otherwise, the process is

aborted.

After the PoW check is accomplished, the cloud server computes h = H(C1)
and sends h,C2 to the user. The user computes K

′

= C2 ⊕KF and checks

whether H(Enc(K
′

,F))
?
= h. If yes, then a link to the ciphertext of F will be

assigned to the user. If the equality does not hold, then the user may claim that

the ciphertext is invalid. In this case, he sends the file hash H(F) to the group

manager and reports the problem.

• User Trace: Upon receiving the tracing request, the group manager first checks the

correctness of the ciphertext to judge which user is dishonest. The procedure is as

follows:

1 The group manager computes the file tag T
′

= H(H(F)) and requests the

corresponding ciphertext CF from the cloud server.

2 The group manager recovers the file encryption key K
′

= C2 ⊕H(F) and

obtains the file F
′

= Dec(K
′

, C1). Finally, the group manager checks whether

H(F
′

) = H(F). If the equality holds, then the group manager claims that the

ciphertext CF is valid. Otherwise, the group manager will reveal the signer’s

identity by opening the signature with the following steps:
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a The group manager computes Ã = T3/(T
ξ1
1 · T ξ2

2 ) using the master private

key MSK and then looks for an element Ak on the user list L such that

which item satisfies the equation Ak = Ã.

b If the group manager has enough evidence that the user Uk is malicious,

then he sends gxk
1 to all tracing agents.

c Using the token gxk
1 , the tracing agent checks all file signatures. Namely,

a given signature is linked to the malicious user if e(gxk
1 , T4) = T5. All

such signatures are returned to the group manager.

d The group manager deletes all links assigned to the malicious user.

Remark 1: Although the hash of the uploaded file needs to be revealed to the

group manager, it will not cause security threat because the group manager is trusted

by all users. As a complementary mechanism, if the group manager confirms that the

ciphertext CF is valid, it means that the user who launched the tracing request is

dishonest, then he might be revoked from the system as a penalty. Otherwise the

group manager will recover the identity index of the encipherer by opening the

signature. Furthermore, a tracing token will be distributed to all tracing agents for

tracing independently all the signatures generated by the dishonest user.

• File Retrieve: To download a file F, the user sends the link for F to the cloud server

and fetches the ciphertext CF together with the signature σ. Finally, the user decrypts

the ciphertext with his convergent key KF to obtain the original plaintext F.

4.2 Correctness of the proposed construction

We will show the correctness of our scheme according to the model defined in Choi et al.

(2006).

• Signature Correctness.

Note that

B̃1 = usr1 · T−c
1 = ubr1+cr1 · (ur1)−c = B1 (1)

B̃2 = vsr2 · T−c
2 = vbr2+cr2 · (vr2)−c = B2 (2)

B̃3 = T
sti
1 · u−sd1 = T

bti+cti
1 · u−(bd1+cd1)

(3)

= T
bti
1 · (ur1)cti · u−(bd1+cti·r1) = B3

B̃4 = T
sti
2 · v−sd2 = T

bti+cti
2 · v−(bd2+cd2)

(4)

= T
bti
2 · (vr2)cti · v−(bd2+cti·r2) = B4

B̃5 = e(g1, T4)
sxi · T−c

5 (5)

= e(g1, T4)
bxi

+cxi · e(g1, T4)
−cxi = B5

B̃6 = e(T3, g2)
sti · e(h, g2)

−sd1−sd2 · e(h, n)−sr1−sr2

·e(g1, g2)
−sxi · e(T3, n)

c · e(m, g2)
−c
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= e(T3, g2)
bti+cti · e(h, g2)

−(bd1+bd2 )−(cd1+cd2)

·e(h, n)−(br1+br2 )−(cr1+cr2) · e(g1, g2)
−bxi

−cxi

·e(T3, n)
c · e(m, g2)

−c

= B6 · e(T3, g2)
cti · e(h, g2)

−c(d1+d2) · e(hr1+r2 , n)−c (6)

·e(g1, g2)
−cxi · e(T3, n)

c · e(m, g2)
−c

= B6 · e(T3, g2)
cti · e(hr1+r2 , g2)

−cti · e(hr1+r2 , n)−c

·e(g1, g2)
−cxi · e(Ai · h

r1+r2 , n)c · e(m, g2)
−c

= B6 · e(Ai, g2)
cti · e(Ai, n)

c · e(g1, g2)
−cxi · e(m, g2)

−c

= B6 · e(Ai, g
ti
2 · n)c · e(gxi

1 ·m, g2)
−c = B6

Thus, c = H(CF, T1, . . . , T5, B̃1, . . . , B̃6).

• Open-Correctness.

For all signature generated by user ui, we have

Ã = T3/(T
ξ1
1 · T ξ2

2 ) = Ai · h
r1+r2/[(ur1)ξ1 · (vr2)ξ2 ] = Ai.

• Trace-Correctness. Obviously, if Uk has created the signature containing T4, T5,

then e(gxk
1 , T4) = e(g1, T4)

xk = T5 and the positive result is justified. On the other

hand, for a signature created by other user Ui, we have

e(gxk
1 , T4) = e(g1, T4)

xk �= e(g1, T4)
xi = T5.

5 Security analysis

Our scheme is designed to solve the user traceability problem in secure data deduplication

in the case of a duplicate faking attack happens. Some basic tools have been adopted to

construct our solution. In order to show the security of our construction, it is assumed

that the underlying building blocks are secure. These basic tools include the RCE scheme,

traceable signatures, and the proof of ownership PoW scheme. Based on this assumption,

we show that TrDup is secure with respect to the following security issues.

5.1 Soundness of secure data deduplication

By soundness, we mean that if a user stores a file to the cloud system, then he should be

able to recover the same file with a high probability or a party manipulating the file should

be detected. This property should hold if the user actually uploads the file as well as in the

case when the cloud system returns a link to a file already stored in the system.

Each file uploaded to the system is signed with an anonymous traceable signature,

which covers the (double) hash TF of the file. As shown in Choi et al. (2006), the traceable

signatures are unforgeable based on the q-SDH assumption, hardness of discrete logarithm

problem in G1, semantic security of linear encryption and properties of the hash function.

This ensures that the uploaded ciphertext originates from a legitimate user. Of course, the

first user uploading a file with a given tag may provide a perverse ciphertext CF. However,

another user holding the file with the same tag can discover manipulations by obtaining

partial ciphertext (h = H(C1), C2) from the cloud server after passing the PoW check. As

he holds KF, the hash preimage of the tag, he can derive the encryption key K = C2 ⊕KF
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and then check whether H(Enc(K,F)) = h. A successful manipulation would mean that

the rogue user can create a file with the same hash value and therefore a collision for

the hash function can be computed. In case when that the hash value does not match the

decrypted file, the tracing functionality enables identification of the rogue user.

5.2 Confidentiality of the outsourced data

Confidentiality of files stored in the cloud with TrDup should be considered from two

points of view. The first one is confidentiality against a party having access only to

the ciphertext CF. Note that the data files are protected with the RCE scheme before

outsourcing into the cloud server. According to the security notion of Bellare et al. (2013),

RCE can achieve privacy against chosen distribution attack security, which guarantees that

the encryptions of two unpredictable messages should be indistinguishable. That is, RCE

can achieve semantic security when messages have high min-entropy.

The second important threat is that a rogue user U that has some partial information

of a file F stored in the cloud gets access to the whole file. The necessary conditions are:

• U must know the tag TF of the file F

• execution of the PoW protocol must yield a positive result.

The second condition fails with a high probability if U holds only a fraction of blocks of

file F, the size of the Bloom filter ensures that the probability of a false positive is small

and the number of trials κ during the PoW procedure is large enough.

Nevertheless, we should be aware that if U holds almost all blocks of F, then the PoW

protocol will give a positive result and U will get a link to the whole file. If U knows KF

as well, then he would be able to retrieve the whole file F and thereby learn the missing

blocks.

5.3 Traceability of user identity

Based on the traceable signatures, the group manager can easily trace the identity of the

signer for any signature. Specifically, the group manager computes Ã = T3/(T
ξ1
1 · T ξ2

2 )
using his master private key and then checks the user list to find Ai = Ã. Note that the

group manager is trusted by all users and does reveal signer’s identities.

On the other hand, the following attack scenarios may occur:

• Framing Attack. An adversary is allowed to act as a group manager and/or control

some users. He attempts to construct a signature that traces to an innocent user or

may claim a signature that was generated by an innocent user as its own. Note that

the purpose of framing might be to prepare signatures under rogue data which can be

used to cause revoking signatures created by an honest user via tracing functionality.

• Anonymity Attacks. The adversary is allowed to observe the operation of the

system while the users are added, and they produce signatures. He may control some

number of users as well as request tracing results for signatures of his choice. Then,

he choose a message and two target users (not controlled by himself) and receives a

signature of the message signed by one of these users - the one chosen at random by

the challenger. Finally, the adversary has to guess which of the two signers produced

the signature.

Fortunately, the detailed proofs show that the proposed traceable signature scheme resists

the above attacks, which are already given in Choi et al. (2006).
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6 Performance evaluation

In this section, we present results from a thorough experimental evaluation of TrDup. Our

experiments are based on an implementation using Pairing-Based Cryptography (PBC)

Library (http://crypto.stanford.edu/pbc) and OpenSSL Project (https://www.openssl.org)

on a Linux machine with the Intel Core i5-3470 3.20 GHz CPU and 4 GB memory. We

performed 100 runs for each test and take the average. Note that in order to precisely

measure the overhead both at the cloud server and the user side, all experiments were

performed on the same machine.

Table 1 presents the computation overhead of TrDup. Let P denotes a pairing operation,

Exp denotes an exponentiation in G1, Exp denotes an exponentiation in GT , Enc denotes

a symmetric encryption operation (resp., Dec stands for a decryption operation), H(F)
denotes a hashing operation of file F (resp., by H(B) means a hashing operation of a

file block B). Let n denote the number of users and N denote the number of signatures

generated.

Table 1 Performance evaluation on TrDup

Exponent. Exponent.

Procedure Pairings in G1 in GT Encryptions Hashes

Setup (server) − (3+n) − − −
Setup (user) 2 2 − − −
Uploading a file 1 10 6 1Enc (κ+1)H(B)

+2H(F)

Deduplication

(cloud server) 3 8 7 − 1H(F)

Deduplication

(data user) − − − 1Enc 1H(F)

Tracing cost N 2 − 1Dec 1H(F)

In the following experiments, we fix the number of hash functions of Bloom filter as

κ=16, the ratio of the length of Bloom filter and file block number is fixed to 23, then the

false positive is approximately equal to 2−16. We fix the block size as B = 4 KB, where

each block will be inserted into the Bloom filter of the file. We implement cryptographic

operations of hashing and encryption with the OpenSSL library. The operations of pairing

and exponentiation are implemented with the PBC library.

In this paper, our experiments mainly focus on the computation overhead introduced by

user tracing, including system setup, data outsourcing, data deduplication and user tracing.

We evaluate the overhead by varying some specific factors, such as the number of system

users, the file size and the number of signatures.

6.1 Computational complexity of system setup

In the system setup phase, the main computation overhead is dominated by pairing and

exponentiation operations, which are used to generate system parameters (i.e. the pairs).

More precisely, the cloud server needs to conduct (3 + n) exponentiation operations,

which is used to initialise the system parameters and generate anonymous identity tokens.
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To join the TrDup system, each user conducts only two pairing and two exponentiation

operations.

In our experiment, we have considered the number of users ranging from 10 to 1,280,

at each step doubling the number of users. As shown in Figure 2, the cloud server needs

about 4 s when the total number of users reach 1,000. Note that the cost of each user is

constant. The result indicates that the time is acceptable in practice.

Figure 2 Impact of the number of system users on the system setup cost (see online version for
colours)

6.2 Computational complexity of data outsourcing

In order to simultaneously achieve data privacy and deduplication, the data user could

encrypt the data file with RCE before outsourcing it. The total computation overhead

consists of three parts: RCE encryption, creating a traceable signature, and generation of a

Bloom filter. Specifically, it includes 1 pairing, 10 exponentiations in G1, 6 exponentiations

in GT , 1 RCE encryption, (κ+ 1) block hashings and 2 hash operations for creating KF

and TF. Note that the time cost of computing KF is substantial and grows linearly with

the file size. On Figure 3), it can be seen that the most computation time is stem from

construction of the Bloom filter. Although the computation overhead is somewhat high,

we remark that the outsourcing work is done once and most of the effort concerns offline

activity. Still, the computation time is linear in the file size and linear on the parameter κ
(note that the scale on Figure 3b is logarithmic!).

6.3 Computational complexity of data deduplication

Upon receiving an upload request, there are two cases:

• The cloud server claims that the file is uploaded for the first time and then checks the

integrity of the uploaded ciphertext by verifying the signature.

• The file has been already uploaded by somebody else. The user retrieves part of

ciphertext and checks the integrity of the ciphertext by recomputing file tag.
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Figure 3 Impact of file size on data outsourcing time complexity. (a) Ciphertext generation time
(b) Bloom filter generation time (see online version for colours)

Figure 4 shows the time cost linearly increases with the file size. It should be pointed out

that the cost of data user becomes higher than the cloud server’s. The reason is that the

cost of encryption and hash operation increases with the file size. On the other hand, the

number of operations due to signature verification, such as pairing and exponentiation, is

constant.

Figure 4 Impact of file size on data deduplication time complexity (see online version for colours)

6.4 Computational complexity of user tracing

To trace the identity of the malicious user, the group manager first checks integrity of

the ciphertext requested by the user. Then, the group manager generates the tracing token

with his master key in a constant number of operations. Furthermore, the tracing token is

distributed to all tracing agents to trace all the signatures generated by the malicious user.
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Figure 5 shows that the user tracing is very efficient, e.g. it takes only 0.5 s to check a

data file with the size of 128 MB. Although the computation overhead of the tracing agents

is a little expensive when the number of signatures is large, all tracing agents can execute

this operation in parallel. It shows that TrDup can be acceptable in a real-world scenario.

Figure 5 Impact of the file size and the number of signatures on user tracing time cost. (a) Group
manager cost in user tracing (b) Tracing agent cost in user tracing (see online version for
colours)

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we studied the problem of user traceability in secure data deduplication

system. Note that the state-of-the-art secure deduplication scheme called IRCE does not

consider the issue of identity tracing of the malicious user when a duplicate faking attack

happens. To address the above issue, we introduced the concept of user traceability into

secure data deduplication. Specifically, we have designed a novel concrete deduplication

scheme called TrDup, which applies traceable signatures and PoW on random convergent

encryption to achieve user traceability within data deduplication system. Security and

efficiency evaluation show that TrDup can achieve the desired security goals, while

providing a comparable computation overhead.
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